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Introduction
Since the declaration of the state of disaster by President Ramaphosa, there has
been much confusion on many aspects pertaining to the published Regulations. So
much so that provincial governments, other public institutions and business are left
confused and calling for greater clarity and in some cases changes to the
Regulations. It is therefore no surprise that you even find ministers making
contradictory statements and, in some cases, retracting their advisories. This is
understandable given the rush with which measures had to be put in place to flatten
the curve of Covid 19.
Civil Society Organizations (NPOs) were not exempt from this confusion. Yet they
have an instrumental part to play in South Africa’s attempt to overcome this
challenge to civilisation. The questions I have been receiving from NPOs are many.
“Are we allowed to operate during this time?” “How can “we legally operate?” The
most frequently asked question, “How can we become an essential service
provider?”
These questions especially emanate from the blanket provision that a person may
only legitimately leave their place of residence for reasons circumscribed in
Regulation 11 B (1)(a) (i) of the Disaster Management Act, Amendments to the
Regulations (Notice No.398 in Government Gazette No. 43148 published on 25
March 2020). In this regard it provides that performing an essential service is one
such reason.
The dilemma that NPOs face mostly flowing from the Regulations, is the fact that
they are primarily dependent on volunteers as their work force. In other words, a
NPO’s employee is certainly permitted to legitimately leave their place of residence
if it is with the view of performing essential services. What about a volunteer?
Providers of essential goods and services
Regulation 11 B (1)(b) provides that “All business and other entities shall cease
operations during lockdown, save for any business or entity involved in the
manufacturing, supply, or provision of an essential good or service.”
Essential goods and services are defined in Regulation 11A.
Essential goods “means the goods referred to in paragraph A of Annexure A of
the mentioned regulations.
Essential services means “the services defined in section 213 of the Labour
Relations Act, 19915 (act No. 66 of 1995), and designated in terms of section 71(8)
of the LRA (and which designation remains valid as at the date of publication of
this regulation), and as listed in paragraph B of Annexure B, as amended from
time to time.”
To page 2
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Section 213 of the Labour relations Act states that: “Essential services means,
(a) A service the interruption of which endangers the life, personal safety or health of the whole or any
part of the population;(b) the Parliamentary service; (c) The South African police service;”
Businesses or entities (which would include NPOs, especially those involved in the underlined essential
social services), that provide these above listed goods and services, has now commonly become known
as essential goods and service providers. Regulation 11A refers to these as institutions, as it defines
institutions as “any public private institution that is engaged in the supply or distribution of an essential
good or service.” Unlike what popularly seems to be believed, these regulations do not expressly require
NPOs to get special permission to provide essential goods and perform essential services. If the
objectives and therefore programmatic activities include such essential goods and services the NPO may
continue to so operate. It must be noted however that sub-regulation 4A provides that the Cabinet
members responsible for health and social services may by directions designate services which are
necessary to provide or maintain essential health and social services listed in Annexure B to the
Regulations."
Notwithstanding this fact, and well within their rights, the Department of Trade and Industry created a
portal (http://www.bizportal.gov.za/essential_service.aspx). Hereby entities registered with the
Companies and Intellectual Properties Commission (CIPC), including Non-profit Companies, could
register as essential service providers and those approved could sport a certificate. This was a great
gesture on their part in that it minimised any doubt as to an entity’s stature during this time.
Unfortunately, this also means that entities not having such a certificate would be viewed by certain
authorities as operating illegally during this time. It would have been most helpful if the Minister of
Social Development can through directions to the Department of Social Development or the Directorate
for NPOs operate a similar portal to NPOs that are not registered with CIPC.
In the circumstances NPOs that are not registered with CPIC, providing essential services and providing
essential goods, do not need a certificate to be an essential service provider.
It is important to note that NPOs, are unable to perform such other activities that do not fall within the
ambit of the definition of essential goods and services, during this time of the lock-down.
NPOs as essential service providers
As already mentioned, NPOs make use of both staff and volunteers to perform services that would fall
within the definition of providing essential goods and services. In order for the NPO to so perform during
this time, the head of the institution (or his delegate) must (Regulation 11B(2)):
1. Determine the essential services that is to be performed by the institution;
2. Determine the essential staff who will perform those services; an

3. Designate in writing the person referred to in item 2 above as such using Form 1 in Annexure C
See an example of Form 1 Attached hereto.
To page 3
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It is my considered view that given, referencing to the Labour Relations Act in Regulation 11A and
reference to the word staff, the intention is to exclude volunteers. In other words, only employees ought
to be so designated as essential staff. An NPO that does not adhere may potentially expose themselves
and their volunteers to risk of prosecution.
Head of an institution means the accounting officer of a public institution and the chief executive officer
or the equivalent of a chief executive officer of a private institution.
Conclusion
NPOs are very relevant especially during this time. There are two important things that ought to be done
to ensure that they contribute significantly. The first is to ensure that those functioning as essential
service providers, so perform within the framework of the Regulations. They do this, during this
lockdown period, by ensuring that:
1. They only deliver essential goods and services.
2. Only Essential staff has legitimate permits.
3. Ensure that their essential staff is willing to be screened, by an enforcement officer, for Covid 19.
4. The health and safety of their essential staff receives priority.
5. Safe and Hygienic transport is arranged for their essential staff where the latter does not have access
to such transport.
Lastly, although expressed with hesitation, they could attempt to lobby the powers that be to expand the
meaning of essential staff to essential volunteers. Even though there may be very valid concerns by the
authorities, this should be possible under obviously very strict conditions. In this way NPOs that
primarily rely on volunteers can make their contribution during this time.

VOLUME 46: PRODUCT OFFERING
Access to Online Video/USB: POPI & NPOs [35 minutes]
This video explores the main responsibilities of NPOs when processing personal information of their beneficiaries,
employees, volunteers, donors and others.
PDF Guide: A Practical Guide to the Protection of the Personal Information Act [56 Pages]
Chapter 1: Introduction to POPI; Chapter 2: NPOs & POPI; Chapter 3: Conditions for Lawful Processing; Chapter 4:
Special Personal Information; Chapter 5: POPI & IT Governance; Chapter 6: POPI & Employees and Chapter 7:
POPI and Direct Marketing.
Price: R250-00
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ANNEXURE A: ESSENTIAL GOODS
Food

● Any food product, including non-alcoholic beverages;
● Animal food; and
● Cleaning and Hygiene Products

Cleaning and Hygiene
Products

● Toilet Paper, sanitary pads, sanitary tampons, condoms;
● Hand sanitiser, disinfectants, soap, alcohol for industrial use, household
cleaning products, and personal protective equipment; and
● Chemicals, packaging and ancillary products used in the production of any
of the above

Fuel, including coal and gas
Basic good, including airtime and electricity.

ANNEXURE B: ESSENTIAL SERVICES
List of services as contained in paragraph B.
1.
2.
3.

Medical, Health (including mental Health), Laboratory and Medical Services;
Disaster Management, Fire Prevention, Fire Fighting and emergency Services;
Financial Services necessary to maintain the functioning of the banking and payment
environment, including JSE and similar exchanges, as well as Insurance services;
4.
Production and sale of the goods listed in Category A above;
5.
Grocery Stores, including spaza shops;
6.
Electricity, water, gas fuel production, supply and maintenance;
7.
Critical jobs for essential government services as determined by Head of National or Provincial
departments in accordance with te guidance by the DPSA, including Social Grant Payments;
8.
Birth and Death certificates, and replacement identification documents;
9.
Essential municipal services;
10.
Care services and social relief distress provided to older persons, mentally ill, persons with
disabilities, the sick and children;
11.
Funeral Services, including mortuaries;
12.
Wildlife Management, Anti-poaching, Animal Care and vetinary services;
13.
Newspaper, broadcasting and telecommunication infrastructure and services;
14.
Production and sale of any chemicals, hygiene products, pharmaceuticals for the medical or
retail sector;
15.
Cleaning, sanitation, sewerage, waste, and refuse removal services;
16.
Services related to the essential functioning of courts, judicial officers, the Master of the High
Court, Sheriffs and legal practitioners required for those services;
17.
Essential SARS services defined by the Commissioner of SARS;
18.
Police, peace officers, traffic officers, military medical personnel and soldiers, correctional
services officials and traffic management services;
19.
Postal services and courier services related to transport of medical products;
20.
Private security services;
21.
Air-Traffic Navigation , civil Aviation Authority, Cargo shipping and dock yard services;
22.
Gold, gold refinery, coal and essential mining;
23.
Accommodation used for persons rendering essential services, quarantine isolation and the
lockdown;
24.
Production, manufacturing, supply , logistics, transport, delivery, critical maintenance and
repair in relation to the rendering of essential services including components and equipment
25.
Transport services for persons rendering essential services and goods, and transportation of
patients;
26.
Services rendered by the Executive, MEMBERS of Parliament, Members of the Provincial
Legislature, Members of local Councils, the Judiciary, traditional leaders and National Office
Bearers of Political Parties represented in Parliament;
27.
Commissioners of the South African Human Rights Commission, Gender Commission, and the
Commission for the Promotion and Protection of the Rights of Cultural Religious and Linguistic
Communities, and the Public Protector and Deputy Public Protector; and
28.
Transport and logistics in respect of essential goods as set out in A above to neighbouring
countries.

ANNEXURE C
FORM 1
PERMIT TO PERFORM ESSENTIAL SERVICES
I the undersigned
Surname
Full Names
Identity Number
Contact Details
Physical Address
Institution

Cell No.

Tel No. (H)

Tel No. (H)

of

Hereby Certify that:
Surname
Full Names
Identity Number

is permitted to attend to essential services on behalf of the institution.
Signed at

this

Signature: Head of Institution

Day of

2020.

Email address

